
Terrified�

Scared�

Worried�

Anxious�

Nervous�

Shocked�

Confused�

Embarrassed�

Mixed-up�

Unsure�

Hopeless�

Miserable�

Hurt�

Heavy-hearted�

Guilty�

Ashamed�

Sad�

Lonely�

Blue�

Disappointed�

Furious�

Defiant�

Jealous�

Angry�

Disapproving�

Aggravated�

Frustrated�

Impatient�

Annoyed�

Dissatisfied�

Calm      Satisfied        Hopeful       Loved       Pleased�

Excited    Confident     Optimistic      Understood      Relieved   Thankful�

2. What�EMOTIONS�are part of that stress?�
Circle the words that describe the feelings that you experience in regard to that stressor.�
If you can think of any other words to describe your feelings, write them here:�

                  Which faces match the emotions that you feel?�

I need help!!!�

I’m REALLY�
stressed!�

I’m having a hard�
time figuring out�
what to do.�

I’m feeling pretty�
upset but I have a�
good plan for what�
to do.�

This is hard for me�
but I think I’ll be�
able to handle it.�

This is a good�
challenge in my life.�
I feel confident!�

3. How�BIG� is your stress?�
Color the thermometer below to show how�

stressed you are in regard to that stressor.�
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STRESS�OMETER�
1. What are some situations that cause�stress� in your life?�

Choose one of these stressors to talk about.�



Stressometer�
Rationale:�  Stress is a natural part of life and some stress can actually be good for us--it’s called�healthy stress�(see next page).�
However, therapy clients often have too many stressors and/or too few effective strategies for coping with stress, resulting in�unhealthy�
stress.�  It is helpful for clients to be able to accurately identify not only the sources of stress (the stressors) in their lives but also to be�
able to measure their personal stress level, assessing where they fall on the healthy-unhealthy stress continuum.�

Goal:�The Stressometer activity provides a visual tool that therapists can use to help clients assess the impact of stress on their lives.�
This lays a foundation for planning therapeutic interventions that will eliminate or transform some of the stressors in the client’s life and/�
or support the development of healthy methods of coping with stress.�

Recommended Age Range:� Ages 7 or 8 to adult�

Treatment Modality:� This activity is intended to be an assessment tool for individual therapy. It can also be adapted for conjoint or�
family therapy.�

Materials needed:� Stressometer (see page 1). Note that there are three parts:�
Step 1: the thought bubble, used to identify sources of stress (healthy and unhealthy) in the client’s life.�
Step 2: the feelings chart, used to explore the client’s emotional response to a specific stressor.�
Step 3: the stress thermometer, used to assess how well the client is coping with that stressor, and whether they are�
 experiencing�healthy� or�unhealthy� stress (or somewhere in between).�

Instructions:�
1) Begin with a discussion of�healthy� and�unhealthy� stress. (See example on page 3.)�

2) Using the thought bubble at the top of the Stressometer, help the client to identify a number of stressors. (Try to include�
examples of both healthy and unhealthy stress.)�

3) Ask the client to choose�one� of the stressors to talk about. (It might be a good idea to begin with healthy stress before tackling the�
more challenging situations.)�

4) Using the feelings chart, have the client identify the emotions associated with the selected stressor. Take time with this, (especially�
as you move on to the more challenging situations), allowing the client to fully explore their emotions, which are likely to be mixed.�
The same stressor may cause varying types and levels of emotions at different times, depending on a variety of factors, including the�
support and coping strategies that are available. For example, if a child client selects the situation “My parents fight and yell at one�
another,” the child may feel�worried� on some occasions, but� angry� on others. He may feel�sad� every time his parents fight, but also feel�
relieved� and�loved� when a older sibling is there to provide comfort. Analyzing the emotions with this level of detail, and including infor-�
mation about healthy coping strategies and support, will provide valuable information needed for the next step.�

5) Using the stress thermometer, help the client to measure his or her stress level (with regard to that particular stressor) and determine�
whether the stress that they are experiencing is healthy stress, unhealthy stress, or somewhere in between.   Explain the use of the�
thermometer as follows:�

• At the bottom of the thermometer, there is a little bit of red and the words�This (stressor) is a good challenge in my life. I feel confident!�This is a healthy level of�
 stress.�
• Moving up the thermometer it says --�This is�hard for me but I think I’ll be able to handle it.� This is still a fairly healthy level of stress, because even though it’s�
 hard, you think you’ll probably be able to meet the challenge.�
• Moving further up it says--� I’m feeling pretty upset but I have a good plan for  what to do�.� At this level, you are upset --you have strong feelings and maybe you�
 are having some physical symptoms. But you have a plan for what to do to make things better, so that helps you feel less stressed.�
• As we move further up it says --�I’m having a hard time figuring out what to do.�  This is moving into unhealthy levels of stress, because your feelings are strong�
 and even though you may have been trying, you have not been able to come up with a good plan to make things better.�
• Moving toward the top of the thermometer, the upset feelings are really strong. This is unhealthy stress because you haven’t figured out a way to make things�
 better.  You also may be doing things that make you feel better for a while but really just cause more stress (like eating too much or not enough, sleeping�
 too much or not enough, staying in your room, avoiding people, or taking your frustration out on other people.)�

As you discuss the various levels of stress with the client, you can gather additional information about the coping strategies (including�
accessing support) that he or she has been using.�

When the discussion is complete, have the client color in the thermometer according to how much stress they are experiencing with�
regard to that particular stressor.�

Thank the client for their hard work. If they have revealed a high level of stress, remind them that your role is to help them find a plan to�
keep their stress at a more healthy level.�

Follow up:� The purpose of this assessment process is to lay a foundation for therapeutic interventions designed to�
 • eliminate or transform some of the stressors in the client’s life and/or�
 • support the development of healthy methods of coping with stress.�
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Did you know that not all stress is bad? Although too much�
stress is unhealthy, some stress is actually healthy and good�
for us.�

• For example, it is natural to feel excitement along�
with a bit of uncertainty or anxiety in a new situation�
or before a taking test, participating in a competition,�
or performing in public.  While we might wish we could�
get rid of the butterflies in the stomach, those butterflies�
are a sign of healthy stress. They mean that our bodies�
are preparing us to be on alert so that we can do our�
best in the upcoming situation.�

• Similarly, when we learn a new skill we may feel�
some annoyance or frustration as we struggle to get�
it right.  But in small doses, those feelings can give us�
the determination and focus to continue trying until we�
experience success.�

• Even the stress that we experience when decidedly�
unpleasant things happen to us serves a healthy�
function: it is a sign that our bodies and minds are�
preparing us to take some sort of action in response�
to the unpleasant event.  Without it, we would not have�
the motivation to do something to protect ourselves or�
others from harm.�

In summary,�healthy stress� helps us be ready to do what we�
need to do in challenging situations and--when we succeed--�
leaves us feeling confident in ourselves and our abilities.�

Stress can be good--sometimes!�

Unhealthy stress� has the opposite effect: instead of helping us to do the things we need to do,�
unhealthy stress makes it harder. Unhealthy stress occurs when the stressful situations overwhelm�
our confidence. Rather than feeling prepared to meet the challenge, we have strong feelings of�
anxiety, grief, and/or anger along with physical symptoms such as rapid heart beat, sweaty palms,�
headaches, stomachaches, listlessness, agitation and more. We have a hard time knowing what to�
do and in our confusion we may choose to do things that make the stress worse, like eating too�
much, staying in our room, avoiding people or even taking out our anger on other people. When�
stress reaches that level, it’s very important to ask for help.�
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I need help!!!�

I’m REALLY�
stressed!�

I’m having a hard�
time figuring out�
what to do.�

I’m feeling pretty�
upset but I have a�
good plan for what�
to do.�

This is hard for me�
but I think I’ll be�
able to handle it.�

This is a good�
challenge in my life.�
I feel confident!�


